
Joy
1994 – 1997
3 issues, edition 300-500 each, nationally distributed and reviewed
Publisher, co-editor (along with Ryan Hill and Kate Sorensen), primary 
designer and printer.
Joy, like our publication Lucky before it, was unique in its editorial attitude 
and form. With an underlying current of collaboration, each issue presents 
primarily original contributions from artists and writers on a theme. Most 
contributors are, or were, queer. As editors, we conceived and executed 
the issues with equal parts sincerity, humor, and criticality. The form of 
each issue directly reflects its theme, unconventionally packaging a 
combination paginated and fold-out format. With a liberal sprinkling of 
editorial moments in its visual appearance, Joy aims to be about its name.

Issue 1: Big Pack Attack
“…one big, honey-covered, throbbing confection dedicated to the joys of 
group psychology, animal behavior, pack mentality and the world that we 
share.”
Contributors: Beckman, Hill, Sorensen, Gene Bryson, Donald Krieger, Bret 
Marion, and a re-print of “Chemical Communicators “, the Bill Moyers 
interview with Candice Pert on psychosomatic communication networks in 
our mind/body.

Issue 2: Alien Children
“Let us transport you to the inner limits of a parallel universe…If we see 
ourselves through prejudice, we would view homosexuals as either infants 
needing institutional development or aliens threatening the status quo…
Living in a world where our sexuality is invisible creates a constant state of 
out-of-body experience…Joy celebrates this legacy of alien regeneration 
and its disruptive universe. We are heavenly creatures dancing through 
time, listening to strains of a greater cosmos…”.
Contributors: Hill, Sorensen, Cheri Gaulke and Sue Mayberry, Bia Lowe, 
Carl Smith, Tyler Stallings, Stuart Timmons

Issue 3: Pollyanna our friend: Bliss, beauty and the pursuit of sweetness
“You never knew how much we loved you. Everything passes as does Joy. 
Grasp this moment, sense our beating heart and let it carry you”.
Contributors: John Burnside, Larissa Heinrich, Tom Knechtel, Robin 
Podolsky, Michelle Tea, Darlene Weide, and the 1.23.96 New York Times 
Science Times article by Sandra Blakeslee, “Complex and Hidden Brain in 
the Gut Makes Cramps, Butterflies and Valium”.
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